According to a particular non-metric theory of gravity developed elsewhere [1], the apparently anomalous force acting on the Pioneer 10/11, Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft as inferred from radiometric data [2] may be naturally explained as resulting from treating comoving coordinates as static ones. The anomalous acceleration is of order cH [2] (where H is the Hubble parameter) as predicted by a simple non-static model of the solar system gravitational field [3] .
Introduction
Some time ago a detailed analysis of the observed versus the calculated orbits of the Pioneer 10, Pioneer 11, Ulysses and Galileo spacecraft was published [2] . The main result was that the observed radiometric data did not agree with calculations based on standard theory; rather the data indicated the existence of an "anomalous", constant acceleration towards the Sun.
A short summary of the results presented in [2] is as follows: For the Pioneer spacecraft the Doppler frequency shift of the radio carrier wave was recorded and analysed to determine the spacecraft's orbits. Two independent analyses of the raw data were performed. Both showed an anomalous acceleration towards the Sun, of respectively (8.09±0.20)×10 −8 cm/s 2 and (8.65±0.03)×10 −8 cm/s 2 for Pioneer 10. (A more recent analysis yields a somewhat different result for the Pioneer 10 data obtained after 1992 [6] ; here the best average fit for the anomalous acceleration is ∼7.5×10 −8 cm/s 2 .) For Pioneer 11 only one result is given; an anomalous acceleration of (8.56±0.15)×10 −8 cm/s 2 towards the Sun. The acceleration did not vary between 40 − 60 astronomical units, within a sensivity of 2×10 −8 cm/s 2 .
For the Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft one also got ranging data in addition to the Doppler data. For Ulysses one had to model the solar radiation pressure in addition to any constant anomalous acceleration. By doing this it was found that Ulysses was influenced by an anomalous acceleration of (12±3)×10 −8 cm/s 2 towards the Sun, consistent with both Doppler and ranging data. For Galileo the corresponding result was an anomalous acceleration of (8±3)×10 −8 cm/s 2 towards the Sun.
An interpretation of these results according to the standard general relativistic model indicates the existence of an anomalous, time-independent force acting on the spacecraft. However there are problems with this interpretation since according to the planetary ephemeris there is no indication that such a force acts on the orbits of the planets; the hypothetical force thus cannot be of gravitational origin without violating the weak principle of equivalence. Thus it is speculated that the effect is due to anisotropic radiation of waste heat from the radioactive thermal generators aboard the spacecraft; the design of the spacecraft is such that waste heat may possibly be scattered off the back of the high gain antennae in directions preferentially away from the Sun [4] . Moreover, besides possible anisotropic scattering, an estimate shows that the specific arrangement of waste heat radiators on the surface of the spacecraft may perhaps cause sufficient anisotropy in the radiative cooling to explain the data [5] . Recently, however, these explanations seem to have been effectively refuted [6] , [7] , [8] . Other possible explanations, such as gas leaks, have been proposed [6] , but so far it seems that no satisfactory explanation based on well-known physics exists.
However, it is an intriguing fact that the size of the anomalous acceleration is of the order cH for all the spacecraft, where H is the Hubble parameter. Since this seems to be too much of a coincidence one may suspect that the data indicate the existence of new physics rather than a prosaic explanation based on standard theory. This has been duly noted by others [9] . But to be acceptable, any non-standard explanation should follow naturally from a general theoretical framework. In this paper we show that such an explanation can be found, thus the data may indeed be taken as evidence for new physics.
A quasi-metric model
In reference [1] we defined the socalled "quasi-metric" space-time framework; this framework is non-metric since it is not based on semi-Riemannian geometry. Moreover, in reference [3] we introduced a model of the gravitational field outside a spherically symmetric, isolated source as predicted by a particular quasi-metric theory of gravity developed in [1] . According to this theory it was found in [3] that such a gravitational field can be expressed by the one-parameter family g t of Lorentzian 4-metrics
where r is a comoving radial coordinate and dΩ 2 ≡dθ 2 +sin 2 θdφ 2 is the squared solid angle line element. Furthermore t is the global time function; its value is zero at the beginning of the Universe. In equation (1) t is to be viewed as a parameter; the relationship between t and the space-time coordinates is given by x 0 = ct and t 0 represents some arbitrary reference epoch setting the scale of the spatial coordinates. The reason that one must separate between ct and x 0 in (1) is that the affine connection compatible with the family g t is non-metric. That is, although ct and x 0 both can be interpreted as time coordinates, the components of the affine connection containing ct is not equivalent to their counterparts containing x 0 . See [1] for a further discussion. The Hubble parameter as calculated from (1) reads
General equations of motion can be found by means of the non-metric connection compatible with a general metric family, see [1] for a derivation. Note that these equations are not identical to the geodesic equation. As shown in [3] , special equations of motion for inertial test particles moving in the particular metric family (1) take the form (due to the spherical symmetry we can restrict the motion to the equatorial plane θ = π/2)
where J and E are constants of the motion. (Note that the dynamically measured mass of the central object as measured by distant orbiters increases to exactly balance the effect on circle orbit velocities of expanding circle radii, according to equations (3), (4) and (5) . For a further explanation of this, see [3] .) By setting t = t 0 in equations (1),
, (4) and (5) we recover the equations of motion for inertial test particles moving in a spherically symmetric, static gravitational field as obtained from General Relativity (GR). Note that E = 0 for photons and E > 0 for material particles, which may readily be seen from equation (5).
The functions A(r) and B(r) may be found as series expansions by solving the field equations, this is done approximately in [3] . For our purposes we include terms to post-Newtonian order but not higher. Then we have
where r s0 is the Schwarzschild radius at the arbitrary epoch t 0 .
We now explore some of the differences between the non-static system described by equation (1) and the corresponding static system obtained by setting t = t 0 in (1) and using GR. To begin with we notice that the shapes of free fall orbits (expressed e.g. as functions of the type r(φ)) are identical for the two cases [3] . Moreover, it can be shown that the time dependence present in equations (3), (4) and (5) does not lead to easily observable perturbations in the paths of non-relativistic particles compared to the static case [3] . However, as we now illustrate, if one considers null paths potential observable consequences appear if one treats r as a static coordinate rather than as a comoving one. To simplify matters we consider purely radial motion, i.e. J = 0 (one may easily generalize to J =0). Since E = 0 for photons we get from equation (3) that radial null curves are described by the equation
the choice of sign depending on whether the motion is outwards or inwards. By integrating (7) to lowest order we find an extra delay, as compared to standard theory, in the time it takes an electromagnetic signal to travel from an object being observed to the observer. To lowest order this extra time delay is HR 2 2c 2 , where R is the radial coordinate distance between the object and the observer and H is the Hubble parameter as given from equation (2) . Also, the fact that the scale factor in equation (1) increases with time implies that our model predicts an extra redshift, as compared to standard theory, in the Doppler data obtained from any object emitting electromagnetic signals. To lowest order this extra redshift is HR c . But the velocity at any given time of an observed object cannot model-independently be split up into one "ordinary" piece and one "Hubble" piece. This means that there is no direct way to identify the predicted extra redshift in the Doppler data. Similarly, at any given time there is no direct way to sort out the predicted extra time delay when determining the distance to the object. Rather, to test whether the gravitational field is static or not one should do observations over time and compare the observed motion to a model. In a model one uses a coordinate system and to calculate coordinate motion one needs coordinate accelerations. Accordingly we construct the "properly scaled coordinate acceleration" quantity a c . For photons this is
The point with this is to show that by treating the comoving coordinate system as a static one and using GR, an "anomalous" term ∓cH will be missed when modeling coordinate accelerations. Note that this effect is valid independently of whether the gravitational field is strong or weak (it may even vanish). Besides we see that the sign of the anomalous term is such that the anomalous acceleration is oriented in the opposite direction to that of the motion of the photons. This means that over time, the coordinate motion of any object will be observed to slow down by an extra amount if the distance to the observer increases and to speed up by an extra amount if the distance decreases. Hence, judging from its coordinate motion it would seem as if the object were influenced by an anomalous force directed towards the observer. By integrating the anomalous acceleration over the total observation time T ≪t we get an "anomalous" speed
and since a positive value of w a corresponds to a force with a radial component towards the spatial origin, the correct speed to take into account when comparing the model to Doppler data is −w a . That is, if w a is positive the coordinate motion of any object observed over time indicates an anomalous blueshift compared to a model where the gravitational field is static. Note that to evaluate the integral in equation (9) one must know how much of the time, on average, the photons move outwards compared to inwards on their way from the object being observed to the observer. This is formally expressed by the function Υ(t). For an observer located at the spatial origin Υ(t) = 0 and w a = cHT to lowest order. Now, since any observer is typically located at the Earth, the model in fact predicts an anomalous acceleration directed towards the Earth rather than towards the Sun. But any directional differences will almost average out over time if the observed object moves approximately radially and is located well beyond the Earth's orbit. However, even if directional differences nearly average out there remains a cumulative effect coming from the fact that the anomalous acceleration is directed towards the Earth rather than towards the Sun; this effect shows up when evaluating the integral in equation (9) . If, on the other hand, the observed object (e.g. a planet) has significant angular motion over time, observations should not be consistent with an anomalous acceleration directed towards the Sun. Rather the direction of the anomalous acceleration expressed in Suncentered coordinates would appear to be a complicated function of time.
To find the trajectories of non-relativistic particles we may set E≡1 − w 2 c 2 , where w 2 c 2 is small. Then equation (3) yields
and the properly scaled coordinate acceleration for non-relativistic particles is
We see that for non-relativistic particles the effect on coordinate accelerations of treating the comoving coordinates as static ones and using GR, is a factor r s0 r + w 2 c 2 smaller than the corresponding effect for photons. This means that the trajectories of non-relativistic particles do not depend crucially on the fact that the gravitational field is non-static.
On the other hand the paths of photons depend more significantly on whether the gravitational field is static or not and this yields the illusion of an anomalous acceleration. That is, if one receives electromagnetic signals from some freely falling object located e.g. in the outer parts of the solar system, the coordinate acceleration of the object as inferred from the signals should not agree with the "real" coordinate acceleration of the object if one treats the comoving coordinates as static ones. Rather, from equation (8) we see that it would seem as if the object were influenced by an attractive anomalous acceleration of size cH. The relevance of this is apparent when modeling the orbits of spacecraft and comparing to data obtained from radio signals received from the spacecraft; in particular this applies to the analysis performed in [2] . Since accelerations of the Pioneer spacecraft can be estimated to the level of 10 −10 cm/s 2 [2] , one may expect that an effect on coordinate accelerations of order cH should show up as deviations between the data and the calculated orbits as obtained from any model based on GR. And indeed such deviations do appear, and of the correct magnitude a c ∼7.5×10 −8 cm/s 2 (corresponding to H∼2.5×10 −18 s −1 ) [6] . An extra bonus for the model considered in this paper is that it predicts small deviations during the year if the data are compared to a model where the anomalous acceleration is directed towards the Sun rather than towards the Earth. Indeed such systematic deviations are seen (cumulatively ∼3 mm/s on a timescale of about 3 months [2]).
Cosmic expansion and the PPN-formalism
Orbit analysis of objects moving in the solar system must be based on some assumptions of the nature of space-time postulated to hold there. The standard framework used for this purpose is the parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism applicable for any metric theory of gravity. Turyshev et al. [6] claim to have considered a model representing "expanding space" by adding a quadratic in time term to the light time in order to determine the coefficient of the quadratic by comparing to data. But as we now illustrate, there is no guarantee that doing this is consistent with the PPN-framework used to analyse the orbits.
The reason for this is that the standard PPN-framework does not contain any terms represending expanding space since it is inherently assumed that the solar system is decoupled from the cosmic expansion. One may try to overcome this by putting in suitable terms by hand. However, the problem is if one can find terms such that the corresponding change in light time is quadratic in time, as postulated. Unless it is explicitly demonstrated that such terms can be found, any model such as that considered in [6] will inevitably be inconsistent. Thus, to illustrate the inadequacy of the PPNframework to model expanding space we now consider a specific model where suitable terms are added by hand, as described above. We then compare to the change in light time obtained from our quasi-metric model.
It is argued in [9] that a post-Newtonian metric of the type
where H 0 is a constant, should describe expanding space within the PPN-framework. To see if this metric is consistent with the postulated functional form of the change in light time ∆T , we calculate ∆T by integrating a radial null path from r p to r e (let r p > r e , say). This yields
and since the light time T is equal to c −1 (r p − r e ) to first order, we see that the metric (12) is inconsistent with the postulated dependence on T of ∆T . On the other hand, by integrating (7) to lowest order we find an extra delay H 2c 2 (r p − r e ) 2 in the light time, yielding the wanted dependence on T of ∆T . So if one tries to determine H 0 in (13) by setting ∆T = H 2c 2 (r p − r e ) 2 , one finds that H 0 must depend on r. Consequently, the result reported in [6] , that H 0 was found to have different values for different spacecraft, should not at all be surprising. But the fact that a model based on the postulated dependence on T of ∆T fits the both Doppler and range data very well [6] should be taken to mean that the explanation of the anaomalous explanation given in this paper is sufficient.
Conclusion
We conclude that a natural explanation of the data is that the gravitational field of the solar system is not static with respect to the cosmic expansion. This also explains why any orbit analysis program based on the PPN-formalism is insufficient for the task, and how the largest errors arise due to the mismodeling of null paths. But these explanations, while not involving any ad hoc assumptions, are based on the premise that the geometry of space-time is quasi-metric. That is, rather than being described by one single Lorentzian metric, the gravitational field of the solar system should be modeled (to a first approximation) by the metric family shown in equation (1) . From a theoretical point of view this premise is radical; thus it is essential that the subject is further investigated to make certain that more mundane explanations may be eliminated.
